NR 6 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANE

WIE/1511011559 one luffer crane, height 279ft AMSL, erected at 011949.05N 1035205.68E (bearing 234 degrees, distance 2.6nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer crane marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 304/14 dated 1/10/14 is hereby superseded.)

NR 7 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – HAMMERHEAD CRANE

WIE/1511011559 one hammerhead crane, height 299ft AMSL, erected at 012236N 1035230E (bearing 291 degrees, distance 2.5nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Hammerhead crane marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 355/14 dated 1/12/14 is hereby superseded.)

NR 8 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – HAMMERHEAD CRANES

WIE/1511011559 four hammerhead cranes, height 279ft AMSL, erected at 012403.65N 1035430.00E (bearing 352 degrees, distance 2.6nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Hammerhead cranes marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 356/14 dated 1/12/14 is hereby superseded.)

NR 9 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – LUFFER CRANES

WIE/1511301559 three luffer cranes, height 728ft AMSL, erected at 011726.77N 1034903.24E (bearing 232.7 degrees, distance 6.4nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Luffer cranes marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 357/14 dated 1/12/14 is hereby superseded.)

NR 10 - PAYA LEBAR AIRPORT – TOPLESS CRANES AND LUFFER CRANE

WIE/1511301559 between 1500-2200 on Monday to Friday and 0500 Saturday to 2200 Sunday four topless cranes and one luffer crane, height 659ft AMSL, erected at 011831.62N 1034730.24E (bearing 248 degrees, distance 7.7nm from Paya Lebar ARP - within Paya Lebar CTR). Outside the stated timings, topless cranes and luffer crane will be lowered to height 594ft AMSL. Topless cranes and luffer crane marked and lighted at night. (AIP Supplement 359/14 dated 1/12/14 is hereby superseded.)